Task 1

*Standard:* 8
SWBAT use cognitively appropriate planning strategies to explore a topic.

**Task:**

♦ Creating a “Change in the 60’s” collage.
♦ Find pictures and/or images from magazines and newspapers that depict change, which occurred during the 60’s era.
♦ As you create your collage, think about the following question:
  1. What are the pros and cons of change in the 60’s?
  2. How do you recognize change?
  3. Are the changes that occurred during the 60’s still evolving today?

**Criteria:**

♦ A collage with a minimum of 10 pictures/images from newspaper and/or magazines.
♦ Collage shows creativity in their display of shape, symbols, and color.
♦ A collage that is neat, has eye-appeal, and is attractively presented.

**Rubric:**

1) Meets expectation with a minimum of 10 items on the collage.
   
   *Less than 10 items*--------------------------------------2 pts
   *10-12 items*---------------------------------------------4 pts
   *13-15 items*---------------------------------------------6 pts
   *17-19 items*---------------------------------------------8 pts
   *20 and more items*---------------------------------------10 pts

2) Show creativity in the display of shapes, symbols, and color.
   
   *Show little creativity*-----------------------------------1 pt
   *Show some creativity*-------------------------------------3 pts
   *Show excellent creativity*--------------------------------5 pts

3) Produces a product that is neat, has eye-appeal, and is attractively presented.
   
   *Neat*-----------------------------------------------------1 pt
   *Neat and eye-appealing*------------------------------------3 pts
   *Neat, eye-appealing, and attractive*-----------------------5 pts

**Total Points:** __ / 20